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Abstract. In this paper we propose a machine vision based approach
to plant stem detection. A sliding window classifier is applied to pre-
dict whether each local window in the image displays a stem region or
not. The resulting plant stem certainty map is post-processed and non-
maxima suppression is used to generate the stem position candidates.
Our approach is evaluated using real world image data from a commer-
cial organic carrot farm that was captured with the autonomous field
robot Bonirob.

1 Introduction

Robotic precision agriculture activities require detailed information about indi-
vidual plants. The plant stem position is such an important plant property as it
describes the location of a plant in the field. Precise detection of the plant po-
sition is a prerequisite for many plant selective tasks like e. g. single plant weed
control.

A plant stem detection system is required in the RemoteFarming.1 project
[2] where an autonomous field robot Bonirob [11] is built for weed control in
organic farming (see Figure 1). The robot is equipped with cameras, a plant
classification system [4], this plant stem detection system as well as a manip-
ulator and a mechanical weeding tool [6]. The weeding tool treats single weed
plants individually, only when it is applied as close to the stem as possible it is
able to treat weed efficiently. The diameter of the weeding tool is 11 mm, i. e. for
optimal regulation the position error should be less than 5.5 mm.

We present a machine vision approach to determine the stem of plants in field
images. A sliding window is applied and each image patch representing the local
neighborhood in the image is classified whether it displays a stem or non-stem
region.

Our method addresses the general task where the stem positions of all plants
(crop and weed) in the image must be detected. Only multi-spectral images with-
out any additional scene information are used as input data. Prior segmentation
into individual plants or leaves which is required by several related approaches
is not necessary. This allows easier handling of real word field situations with
many plant species and overlap between plants.
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Fig. 1: Bonirob field robot during RemoteFarming.1 field tests. The image ac-
quisition and weed control systems are mounted in the covered area below the
robot.

2 Related Work

The detection of plants and the estimation of their precise location has been
studied from different perspectives.

First, on a coarse level, row detection methods have been applied to detect
the positions of row crops in fields [1]. Some work has focused on even more con-
strained scenarios where the underlying spatial arrangement of the plants is to
a large extent known in advance (e. g. when crops grow in a regular grid). These
methods are not applicable in our use-case: In the field the spatial distribution
of all plants is not known, especially we are also interested in the position of
weed plants.

Some work relies on external sensing to (re-)detect the plant position in the
field. Nørremark et al. [9] and Sun et al. [12] study the use of RTK GPS to
map the position of seeds during sowing to locate plants later when weeding or
harvesting is done. Additionally, 3D sensing and processing has been applied to
the problem: Nakarmi & Tang [8] use side-view depth images to measure inter
plant spacing (stem to stem) in the field and achieve 1.7 cm root mean squared
error. However, these methods rely on more complex (3D) or external, expensive
sensing (RTK GPS) and are not applicable when only mono camera images are
available.

Kiani & Jafari [5] segment field images into individual plants and derive
the centroid position of each plant. Their experiments with corn show that the
centroid is a good estimate of the plant stem location. Midtiby et al. [7] perform
leaf segmentation and then determine plant stem candidates by searching from
the leaf tip. The information of multiple leaves is fused to determine an estimate
for the plant stem emerging point. These methods rely on a segmentation of the
image into plants or leaves which can be very challenging in the field.
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3 System Description

The image based plant stem detection system comprises four steps, see Figure 2.

Data Acquisition &
Background Removal

Sliding Window
Feature Extraction

Classification
Stem Detection &

Position Estimation

Fig. 2: Processing steps of plant stem detection and position estimation system.

3.1 Data Acquisition and Background Removal

The input consists of multi-spectral images (visible and near-infrared spectrum)
captured by a top-down looking camera mounted in the utility bay of the field
robot Bonirob. The multi-spectral images are used to determine a binary mask
by thresholding in Normalized Differential Vegetation Index (NDVI) image space
(see [4] for more details). The threshold is calculated with Otsu’s method [10]
using the test images, then the determined threshold is fixed and used for all
test and train images. The resulting biomass mask which removes soil pixels
is applied to the near-infrared image and all stem detection calculations are
performed on these masked near-infrared images. Figure 3 shows an example
input image (left) and the resulting image after background removal (right).

Fig. 3: Background removal: Near-infrared channel of input image (left) and the
masked near-infrared image (right).

3.2 Sliding Window Based Feature Extraction

Stem detection and position estimation calculations are performed by applying a
sliding window to the image. At every window position where biomass is located
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at the window center, an image patch is extracted. From each image patch a
feature vector is derived which is then passed to a classifier.

First, data must be generated for the classifier training step. This is achieved
using images from the field, where plant stem positions were labeled by a human
expert. Figure 4 summarizes the training data extraction step: A regular grid is
applied to the image, but only where biomass is located and no stem label is in
proximity. These positions are used to extract patches that do not display stem
regions and are the negative training instances (positions marked with red boxes
in Figure 4). At and in the close neighborhood of every manually labeled stem
position patches that display the stem region are extracted (positions marked
with stars in Figure 4) and these are positive training instances.

Window size

Ground truth
stem position

Fig. 4: Sliding window based patch extraction during training phase: Negative
(non-stem) patches are extracted at the grid locations marked by the red box.
At and around the manually labeled ground truth stem position (dark green
star) positive patches are sampled. These positions are marked by green stars.

From these image patches features are extracted. A set of 8 statistical and 4
geometrical features are extracted from 4 scales of each image patch (in total 48
features per patch):

Statistical features Minimum, maximum, range, median, mean, standard de-
viation, skewness and kurtosis of biomass pixels in image patch.

Geometrical features Distance of center of gravity of biomass in image patch
from patch center, Mean and Standard Deviation of distance of every biomass
pixel from center of gravity in patch and area of biomass in patch.

3.3 Classification

Using the features extracted from the positive and negative image patches a
classifier is trained. Here a Random Forest [3] is used because of its state of the
art performance and the additional output of certainty scores during prediction.
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3.4 Stem Detection and Position Estimation

During application of the system on a new image the sliding window based
feature extraction is applied to the whole image. Using the trained classifier
stem probability is predicted at every window position. Figure 5a displays the
output of the classification step which can be plotted as a plant stem certainty
map.

(a) Stem certainty map in color code from
red (no stem) to green (stem).

(b) Stem predictions (green *) and ground
truth (blue +) stem positions.

Fig. 5: Stem certainty map and step position estimates. Best viewed in color.

The position of plant stems is predicted using the plant stem certainty map.
First, the certainty map is slightly filtered with a Gaussian filter to smooth the
individual predictions. Then, non-maxima suppression is used to generate dis-
crete stem position estimates. Figure 5b displays the resulting stem predictions
(green *) and for visual comparison ground truth stem positions (blue +).

4 Experiments and Results

The stem detection accuracy is evaluated using an image dataset captured in
an organic carrot farm using the autonomous field robot Bonirob. The images
display carrot and weed plants and here we study the detection of the stem of
all plants in the images. The dataset is split and 45 images are used to extract
training data, 25 images are used to evaluate the performance. The ground
resolution of the images is 7 px per mm. The window size is set to 30 px, during
detection the window stride was set to 10 px. The scales of the window size were
set to 1.0, 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25 rounded to full pixels. The Random Forest was
trained with 25 trees, for all other parameters the default is chosen.

Visual analysis of the stem prediction indicates good performance. Figure 6
shows four output images with annotated ground truth for comparison.
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Fig. 6: Image with plant stem detections (green *) and ground truth stem posi-
tions (blue +). The deviation from the closest predicted stem center is marked
by a red line. Best viewed in color.

The precision of the stem predictions can also be measured by evaluating the
distance between predictions and the annotated ground truth stem positions.

In the 25 test images our system estimates 178 stem positions while the
human annotator marked 138 stem positions. When setting the threshold for a
correct stem detection to 5.5 mm (half the size of the diameter of the weeding
tool) we detect 80.4 % of the ground truth plant stems. The mean position error
of the detected stems is 1.88 mm ± 1.26 mm standard deviation.

The system achieves a stem detection precision that is well suited for weed
control with the current mechanical tool. However, some of the labeled stems
are missed. Misses happens e. g. when plants grow close together and the non-
maxima suppression rejects one of the stems. Additional detections happen e.g.
for chamomile and carrot plants. Both species have pinnate leaves and some
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leaf areas look like plant stem regions. Also, overlap between plants can create
patches that look similar to stems in the top-down view. To overcome these
issues and further improve performance a larger dataset or plant species specific
stem classifiers might help. This needs more research and is future work.

5 Conclusions

The objective of this paper is the detection and position estimation of plants
in images. A sliding window based image patch extraction and classification
approach is combined with non-maximum suppression to determine plant stem
positions. The system is evaluated using field data that was captured with the au-
tonomous field robot Bonirob and results indicate good performance. It achieves
a detection rate of 80.4 % of the ground truth stem positions with a mean posi-
tion error of 1.88 mm.

In the future a larger training and test dataset will be collected with the field
robot Bonirob. Furthermore, the system could make use of plant classification
information to further improve results by training species specific stem detection
classifiers.
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